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           Maritime Security
   “As we concluded at a previous 
Pacific Command Chiefs of Defense 
Conference … No nation is so 
big as to be able to go it 
alone, and no nation is too 


















NATIONAL PLAN TO ACHIEVE 
MARITIME DOMAIN AWARENESS
FOR






Maritime Security Policy  “Coordination of International Efforts 
and International Outreach.  Ensuring 
the security of the Maritime domain 
must be a global effort, in which the 
United States Government efforts are 
developed and furthered with the 
support of other governments and 
international organizations resulting 
in lasting international cooperation.”
  
National Strategy for Maritime 
Security
   “As the world's individual national 
economies become ever more 
closely integrated, it is critical that 
nations coordinate and, where 
appropriate, collectively integrate 
their security activities to secure 
the maritime domain.”
  
National Strategy for Homeland 
Security
   “In a world where the terrorist pays 
no respect to traditional boundaries, 
a successful strategy for homeland 
security requires international 
cooperation.  America must pursue a 
sustained, steadfast, and systematic 
international agenda to counter the 
global terrorist threat and improve 
out homeland security.” 
  
           Implementing the 
Strategy 



















       Implementing the 
Strategy
   Networks, communications, and sensor 
    technologies
        - experimentation and testing
   Networks, co unications, and sensor 
    technologies
        - experi entation and testing
   Developing and testing systems 
   concepts for emerging technologies
        - West Coast Testbed 
   Developing and testing syste s 
   concepts for e erging technologies
        - est Coast Testbed 
   Developing concepts of operations 
    for new systems 
      -  a major focus of NPS efforts 
   Developing concepts of operations 
    for new syste s 
      -  a ajor focus of NPS efforts 
Relating CONOPS to strategieselating PS to strategies
  
     Implementing the 
Strategy
                   NPS Programs
            
NPS is serving as a member of the Maritime 
Domain Awareness Implementation Team 
formed by the National Plan for MDA.
   
We are conducting both student and faculty 
research on Maritime Security problems.
- joint student project on Maritime Security, 
     with NPS, TDSI, and LLNL
   - joint research projects to be reviewed 
     during the rest of this symposium
  
          NPS/TDSI/LLNL Joint 
Studies
 Maritime Security needs
    -  port security
    -  threat response
    -  command and control 
    -  technologies
 Ballistic Missile Defense
    -  options for the defense of joint forces
    -  enabling technologies for seabased 
systems
  































































                 Maritime Security 
                       Summary Maritime Security is a strategic need for the 
U.S.
 It requires international collaboration.
 NPS is teaming with TDSI and others on 
    a variety of student projects and research
    efforts on Maritime Security.
  
Questions?
Dr. Frank Shoup
Naval Postgraduate School
feshoup@nps.edu
Tel: 831-656-7639
